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Flexigroup toolkit: 
3. Setting up and running a flexigroup 
Guidance for flexigroup volunteers 

Introduction 

This factsheet explains how to set up, manage and dissolve a 
flexigroup. This is an easy way of creating and maintaining a local 
organisation with its own identity within the Ramblers without going through the 
bureaucracy of setting up and maintaining a traditional Local Group. 

This document forms part of a toolkit with other essential information on the process. It is 
intended for volunteers interested in setting up and running a flexigroup. The project will 
also need backing from a Ramblers Area and there is a separate document (section 2) for 
Area volunteers. For more about the overall toolkit and flexigroups in general see the 
introduction (section 1). Help and advice is available throughout the process of setting up a 
flexigroup from the Led Walks Development Officer at Ramblers Central Office: see 
contact on last page. 

Deciding to set up a flexigroup 

If you‟re keen to run new activities within the Ramblers, such as a programme of led walks 
aimed at a particular type of person or featuring a particular type of walk, then a flexigroup 
might be the best way to do this. It might also be appropriate if you‟re already running a 
specific activity but as a “sub-programme” of another group or area and need a more 
specific identity, or if you‟re currently running successful activities with a constituted Group 
but struggling to retain a committee and other governance commitments. 

To set up a flexigroup you will need the support of your Ramblers Area. Your Area may 
already have suggested a flexigroup but if not, you will need to approach them and make 
the case. You will need to be clear about several things. 

What activities do you intend to run? They must be specific. Think about the 
geographical area, the audience you‟ll try to attract, and perhaps even the timing of 
activities. Below are some examples: note they are all fictitious and shouldn’t be taken as 
a suggestion that flexigroups just like these should be set up in the places named! 

- To run a programme of shorter, easier walks in and around Swansea. 
- To provide photography and nature walks in the New Forest National Park. 
- To run family walks from children‟s centres in Bury district. 
- To run Wednesday afternoon walks for elderly people in and around Prestonpans. 
- To provide led walks for people in their 20s and 30s in and around Norwich 
- To carry out practical footpath work in the London Borough of Havering. 

Ideally the activities should complement and expand, rather than compete with, activities 
already taking place within the Ramblers locally. For example if there is already a Group 
running short and easy walks in and around Swansea you may be better advised to get 
involved with that Group rather than setting up a new one to do the same thing – unless 
the new one is targeting a different audience. So if the existing Group walks on weekdays 
and primarily attracts a retired audience, you might plan to walk at weekends and attract 
younger people and families. 
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Are your activities likely to attract new members (or better retain existing ones)? 
You‟ll need to show there‟s a demand for your activities and commit to implementing 
Ramblers recruitment practices, such as asking people to join once they have been on 
three „taster‟ walks with you (except where agreed with the Area in exceptional 
circumstances, for example where there is funding to deliver free activities). 

Is there sufficient volunteer time and commitment? Occasionally a single enthusiastic 
volunteer may be enough , but ideally there should be at least three volunteers involved at 
the start. Think carefully through what you need to do, and ensure you have read through 
this toolkit and are aware of what‟s expected of you. The initial volunteers will become the 
flexigroup‟s first Coordination Team, and one of them must agree to become a Principal 
Contact. See the role descriptions included in this toolkit (sections 4 and 5). Note that for 
insurance reasons all Coordination Team members and all other volunteers involved in 
delivering the activities, such as walk leaders, must be Ramblers members. 

If you have a good idea but need more help to put it into practice, it‟s still worth 
approaching the Area as they may be aware of others who might help, or could try to find 
additional support through Area newsletters and mailings. 

If you‟re a constituted Group planning to convert to a flexigroup, your Group will need to be 
dissolved first. See www.ramblers.org.uk/volunteer/groups for more information. 

Until further notice, before the proposal can proceed further, the Area has to seek 
approval from the Group Walks Development Officer (see Contact p6). 

The Area should ideally have appointed someone to oversee the process and to be your 
principal contact before proceeding further. Make sure you know who this person is. 

Setting up a flexigroup 

1. Drafting an agreement 

The next stage is to draft a simple agreement between the Coordination Team of the 
proposed flexigroup and the Area. This ensures both sides understand what is expected of 
them and makes it clear to others what the flexigroup will do. A Model Flexigroup 
Agreement is in section 6. It should cover: 

Name: This is very important as it creates a first impression of what the flexigroup does, 
and may be a factor in whether people are inspired to find out more about joining. Names 
should be informative and relatively short, no more than three or four words. They should 
include an indication of the geographical territory covered, and the activities. If the name 
also sounds snappy and appealing, so much the better but it‟s much more important to be 
informative than clever. Avoid obsolete, archaic or literary terms and names that are 
difficult to pronounce unless they‟re well known locally, and try to avoid acronyms and 
abbreviations. Don‟t use the word “club” in the name. If there are possible alternative 
versions of the name, settle on one and use it consistently. 

Coordination team: The proposed members of the coordination team must be acceptable 
to the Area and named in the agreement.  

Activities: The agreement should specify the flexigroup‟s intended activities as outlined 
above. There is no need to go into great detail but it is also important not to be too vague. 
Think also about what the group shouldn’t be doing. The agreement can always be 
reviewed later if circumstances change, but should be written in such a way as to avoid 
this happening too often. 
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Targets and reporting: It may be helpful to include targets for the activities to be 
delivered. This will give you something to aim for, help judge your success and give an 
idea to others of the scale of your activities. It is important to set these targets carefully 
and not make them too high, especially at first, as it may be discouraging if they prove too 
difficult to achieve. Don‟t worry – you won‟t be judged to have failed overall if you miss the 
targets as there may very well be good reasons for this. 

Examples of simple targets are: 

- Run at least one led walk a month which attracts a minimum of ten walkers 
- Recruit thirty new members in a year 
- Ensure half the walks are suitable for families 
- Run one practical clearance day a month 
- Complete the surveying of a new route within a year 

It is also very helpful to carry out a simple form of monitoring. With led walks this could be 
keeping a log of walks, numbers attending, how many non-members and perhaps how 
much walkers enjoyed the walk. This makes reporting back easier. 

2. Consultation 

Once the agreement is drafted the Area may use it to consult with other Ramblers 
volunteers locally and may suggest some amendments as a result of this.  

3. Final agreement 

The agreement needs to be signed off by your Coordination Team and approved and 
signed by the Area.  

The final decision is with the Area. The Area also decides how to take the decision – for 
example at a committee or Area council. If the Area decides against proceeding at this 
stage, and you feel the decision was made unfairly, you should make this clear to the 
Area. If you still think there is a good case for the flexigroup, remember the Area is 
democratically governed and you could, for example, put your case through a motion at an 
Annual General Meeting. 

Bear in mind that the Area needs to commit some of its own resources to support a 
flexigroup, and even if it believes the idea is a good one, it may feel unable to 
commit sufficient resources to support it. 

4. Appointing a principal contact 

The Coordination Team should next appoint a Principal Contact, who needs to be 
approved by the Area. 

5. Registering the flexigroup 

The next stage is to complete the Flexigroup Registration Form, included in this toolkit, 
and return it to central office. This will ensure the flexigroup is: 

 registered on the Ramblers database so that members can be allocated to it. 

 issued with a ShortCode .(an identification code used internally, consisting of two 
letters for the Area and two numbers for the flexigroup) 

 recognised by the Group Walks Finder and listed on the Ramblers website. 
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 recognised by the finance system 

The responsibility for signing off and returning the form is the Area‟s, but you will need to 
work with them to ensure all the correct details are supplied. 

Please provide a grid reference. This should be roughly at the centre of the your 
geographical territory, and is used by the Group Walks Finder to place your flexigroup on 
the map. It should be a full six digit Ordnance Survey grid reference including the two letter 
prefix, for example TQ123456. These references are explained on OS Explorer and 
Landranger maps. You can also find grid references online at 
http://gridreferencefinder.com. 

The form must be signed off both by the flexigroup Principal Contact and an Area officer, 
ideally the Area Chair but if s/he is not available, another senior Area officer.  

We aim to complete registrations within 2-3 weeks after the receipt of a correctly 
completed form and will write back to both the Area and the Principal Contact with all 
relevant details. 

6. Budgeting 

Flexigroups do not hold their own budgets – instead they reclaim agreed expenses from 
the Area, perhaps with a small cash float. Flexigroups are intended to run on a relatively 
small amount of money. You should make sure you understand the budgeting 
arrangements from the outset. More information on flexigroup financing can be found in 
section 8. 

7. Launch 

The flexigroup can begin to operate in its own right as soon as registration is confirmed, 
listing its walks on the Group Walks Finder, using its name on publicity and inviting 
members to be assigned to it. However when appropriate the Area and the flexigroup may 
wish to hold a specific well-publicised launch event, such as a special walk, perhaps 
combined with another activity. See our marketing and publicity resources for more on 
running successful publicity events (section 10 tells you how to find these resources). 

Maintaining a flexigroup 

This factsheet doesn‟t go into detail about running and publicising flexigroup activities such 
as led walks as these are covered in detail elsewhere: see section 10, Essentials and 
resources, for where to find extra information. 

In addition to running your activities, however, there are a small number of things we ask 
you to do in order to ensure your flexigroup is complying with the law and best practice 
and is contributing to the Ramblers as a whole. These are: 

Keeping in touch with the Area and giving brief reports of activities. The Area should 
keep itself informed of what you are doing and may ask you to make brief written reports 
occasionally, for example for the annual report. It‟s also worth making regular reports to 
the Area newsletter and/or website if appropriate as a good link with the Area is essential. 
The Area may well encourage you to get involved in other ways, for example by putting 
forward someone to attend Area council or a committee. If you can find volunteers to cover 
this it is well worth doing. Note that unlike constituted Groups, flexigroups don‟t have a 
guaranteed right to be represented at Area. 
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Responding to the needs of your own participants and encouraging volunteering. 
Listen to your members and people attending your activities regularly, and be satisfied 
you‟re responding to their needs. This doesn‟t mean doing everything they say! How you 
do this is up to you – you might want to run occasional surveys and questionnaires, or hold 
a members‟ meeting, or simply make an effort to talk to people informally at activities. 

Also take care to encourage new volunteers. Not everyone has to be on the Coordination 
Team – you might find people to do specific tasks such as leading walks or updating 
websites. We can help by providing training opportunities and resources. Do consider 
keen volunteers for the Team but beware of letting it get too big. Over a longer time period, 
it‟s good practice to ensure there is turnover within the Coordination Team and that tasks 
are properly passed on rather than becoming one person‟s personal preserve. 

Changes to the Coordination Team and the Principal Contact have to be agreed with the 
Area, who will notify central office of changes. 

There are more support materials for various volunteer roles at 
www.ramblers.org.uk/volunteer. Though much of this is currently written for members of 
formal committees, it should still be useful. 

Keeping to agreed financial arrangements. Be aware of how much you can spend, 
keep all receipts, keep track of your spending and make things as easy as possible for the 
Area treasurer by filling in claims forms properly and sticking to other Area procedures. 
See Section 8 for more information. 

Meeting Ramblers’ national requirements. We ask you to agree to do certain things 
either to ensure we are complying with the law and our insurance policies or to make sure 
you are contributing as best you can to the Ramblers as a whole. More information about 
all these things can be found in Essentials and Resources (section 10). 

 Ensure all led walks are listed in advance on the Group Walks Finder. 

 Ensure all walk leaders register online. 

 Follow the policy on data protection. Personal data from our membership records 
can only be supplied to the registered Principal Contact and must be treated in 
accordance with the policy. 

 Follow the guidelines on safeguarding children and vulnerable adults. 

 Ensure you are covered by the Ramblers‟ civil liability insurance and follow the 
guidelines for reporting incidents. 

 Follow the branding guidelines on all publicity and other materials including 
websites. 

Maintaining and reviewing the Flexigroup Agreement. You should do your best to 
ensure that you are meeting your Flexigroup Agreement and that your activities don‟t go 
beyond it. Sometimes, however, circumstances and needs change and activities evolve, 
and the terms of the original agreement may turn out to be overambitious (or even 
underambitious), impractical or inappropriate for local circumstances. So the agreement 
needs to be interpreted reasonably flexibly, and should be subject to regular review. 

We recommend the agreement is reviewed at least on an annual basis and amended if 
necessary. The Area should take the lead on this. The agreement might also be reviewed 
at any time at the suggestion of either side but only if the activities are likely to differ 
seriously from those set out in the current agreement. Try to avoid constant rewriting -- 
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there is no need for the agreement to track the activities with absolute rigidity. If the 
agreement is reviewed, new activities must still meet the flexigroup criteria as set out in 
this toolkit, and remain specialised in character. 

Dealing with disagreements and disputes. All organisations occasionally encounter 
disagreements, disputes and challenging situations which prove difficult to resolve. Advice 
on avoiding disputes, and dealing with them if they arise, can be found in section 11. 

Dissolving, merging or ‘converting’ a flexigroup 

The formalities of dissolving a flexigroup are straightforward – the Area and the 
coordination team can simply decide between them to end the Flexigroup Agreement and 
close down the flexigroup. However any suggestion to dissolve the flexigroup should be 
given careful consideration before proceeding. If the issue is that the current Coordination 
Team no longer feels able to continue delivering activities, is it possible to find new 
volunteers to take over, perhaps under a modified agreement? Members should be 
considered and consulted. What are the options for them – is there another flexigroup or 
constituted Group they could be assigned to? 
 
Once the decision is taken to dissolve a flexigroup, it is down to the Area to notify central 
office of this, and to notify former members and offer them options to be reallocated 
elsewhere. Former Team members should cooperate with this process as required. 
 
On dissolution any resources held by the flexigroup – cash floats, equipment etc – should 
be returned safely to the Area. Things like the group name and intellectual property also 
belong to the Area: an organisation with the same name as the flexigroup must not 
continue to run outside the Ramblers once a flexigroup has been dissolved. Personal or 
sensitive information should not be retained but either destroyed or handed over.  
 
It is also possible to merge two flexigroups – however it is best to treat this as dissolving 
the two previous groups and creating a new group with a new flexigroup agreement that 
encompasses both previous activities. 
 
It is possible a successful flexigroup may want to convert into a constituted Group, 
either to expand its activities or to become more involved in Ramblers governance. The 
approach here is to dissolve the flexigroup and create a new constituted Group. More 
information on creating constituted Groups is at www.ramblers.org.uk/groups. 
 
Contact 
Gemma Petty, Group Walks Development Officer 
Tel 020 7339 8594, email groups@ramblers.org.uk 
www.ramblers.org.uk/volunteer/groups 
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